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207.253.0578
lrachin@dwmlaw.com
84 Marginal Way, Suite 600
Portland, Maine 04101-2480
207.772.1941 Main
207.772.3627 Fax

VIA HAND DELIVERY
David Murch, Chair
Town of Raymond Zoning Board of Appeals
401 Webbs Mills Road
Raymond, ME 04071
RE:

Administrative Appeal of Management Controls, LLC
January 28, 2022 Notice of Violation
28 Whitetail Lane, Raymond, Maine

Dear Chairman Murch and Fellow Zoning Board of Appeals Members:
Enclosed please find the eight (8) copies of administrative appeal of Management Controls, LLC
of a Notice of Violation issued by the Raymond Code Enforcement Officer on January 18, 2022.
In conjunction with said appeal, please find the following:
1. Management Control, LLC’s Zoning Board of Appeals completed application form;
2. Authorization for Drummond Woodsum to represent Management Control, LLC in this
matter;
3. Application fee in the amount $431.00;
4. Plan of the property (shown as Lot # 3 on the attached plan); and
5. Letter outlining grounds of appeal.
I have been communicating with Attorney Matt Manahan, copied here, who is representing the
CEO. My clients have submitted a mitigation plan to the CEO with the respect to the alleged
violations at both the Whitetail Lane property (the subject of this appeal) as well as the
Fernwood Drive property (the subject of two currently pending appeals). We are waiting for the
Town to review said plan at which point we intend to negotiate a consent agreement with the
Town relating to all issues raised in the NOV’s. As a result, counsel have agreed that this matter
will be tabled until at least March 18, 2022. In the unlikely event that the three appeals matters
cannot be resolved, then we will request that they be scheduled for a consolidated hearing.
I thank you for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely,

Leah B. Rachin
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cc: Donald Buteau
Alex Sirois, CEO
Sandy Fredericks, Administrative Assistant to ZBA
Matthew D. Manahan, Esq.
Eric Wycoff, Esq.
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Appeal from January 28, 2022, Notice of Violation from CEO. (See attached letter outlining grounds of appeal.)
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From: Don Buteau <dbuteau@FUTUREGUARD.NET>
Sent: Sunday, February 27, 2022 12:56 PM
To: Leah B. Rachin <LRachin@dwmlaw.com>
Cc: Don Buteau <don@futureguard.net>; Brenda Buteau <brenda@mgtcontrols.com>
Subject: Authorization
Importance: High
Leah,
Please accept this as my authorization, in my capacity as Managing Director of Management Controls,
LLC, for Drummond Woodsum to represent Management Controls, LLC in the administrative appeal of
the CEO’s Notice of Violation dated January 28, 2022 relating to 28 Whitetail Lane on the same terms as
stated in my notarized authorization dated January 18, 2022, which I incorporate herein by reference.
Thank you,
Don Buteau

Donald R. Buteau
President/Chief Executive Officer
Management Controls, LLC.
P.O. Box 2058, 101 Merrow Road
Auburn, Maine 04211-2058
(Tel) 207-795-6536
(Fax) 207-786-9351
(Cell) 305-393-7762
don@mgtcontrols.com

This message, and any attachment(s) to it, may contain information that is privileged, confidential, and exempt
from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are notified
that any use, dissemination, distribution, copying, or communication of this message is strictly prohibited. If you
have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete the message
and any attachments.
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February 28, 2022

VIA HAND DELIVERY
David Murch, Chair
Town of Raymond Zoning Board of Appeals
401 Webbs Mills Road
Raymond, ME 04071
RE:

Administrative Appeal of Management Controls, LLC
January 28, 2022 Notice of Violation
28 Whitetail Lane, Raymond, Maine (the “Property”)

Dear Chairman Murch and Fellow Zoning Board of Appeals Members:
I represent Management Controls, LLC, owner of the above-referenced Property, in
conjunction with its administrative appeal relating to a Notice of Violation issued by the Code
Enforcement Officer on January 28, 2022 (the “NOV”). The alleged violations cited in the NOV
arise from a shoreline stabilization project conducted at the Property. To the extent that there are
any violations, which is specifically denied, they resulted from errors and/or oversights by the
contractor who Management Controls, LLC hired to do the work. Additionally, we ask the
Board to bear in mind as it reviews this administrative appeal that the driving purpose of this
project was to stabilize the shoreline area in order to prevent active and severe erosion and
discharge of soil into Sebago Lake, consistent with the informing purposes of the Town’s
Shoreland Zoning Ordinance (“SZO”).
As noted in my cover letter, given a sincere desire to have a positive relationship with the
Town, my client has developed and submitted to the CEO a mitigation/remediation plan with
respect to the alleged violations cited in the NOV. Accordingly, the parties have agreed that this
matter should be tabled until at least March 18, 2022 to allow the parties reasonable time to
negotiate and finalize a consent agreement. Based on the timelines outlined on the Town’s
website, it appears that this matter would be heard (in the unlikely event that it becomes
necessary) at the Board’s April 26th meeting. Per the Board’s practice, submissions for this
meeting are due by March 25, 2022. If this appeal moves forward, Management Controls, LLC
reserves the right to supplement its administrative appeal materials in advance of the March 25,
2022 submission deadline.
In broad terms, however, my client appeals the NOV for the following reasons.
1. Management Controls, LLC Reasonably Relied on its Contractor to Obtain All
Required Permits and to Conduct All Work in a Manner Consistent With Governing
Ordinance Requirements
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Ensuring that all required permits were secured for the shoreline stabilization project and
that all work was conducted in a manner consistent with governing local and state law, was of
critical importance to Mr. Buteau, Management Controls, LLC’s principal. It was so important
to him that it was the very first term enumerated in his contract with Big Lake Marine
Construction (“BLMC”). Specifically, it imposes on BLMC the clear duty to “obtain all
necessary permitting from then Town and DEP.” The contract provides for a substantial sum to
compensate BLMC for obtaining said permits. Attached as Exhibit 1 is a copy of said contract.
Given that the contract expressly requires BLMC to obtain all necessary permits, and
compensates BLMC handsomely for doing so, it was more than reasonable for Management
Controls, LLC to expect BLMC, which held itself out as an expert in shoreline projects, to have
acquired proper permits and to have employed the erosion control measures required by law.
2. Substantive Disagreements With Allegations Contained in NOV
• With respect to Violations Nos. 1 and 2 (alleging filling and earthmoving without a permit),
much of the activity conducted was in the nature of “soil and water conservation” practices,
which is allowed without a permit in the LRR2 zone. See Section 14 of the SZO, item #8 of
the Land Use Table. Moreover, the NOV cites the language of section 15(U)(1) of the SZO,
which requires that various activities in the shoreland zone “shall be conducted in such a
manner to prevent erosion and sedimentation of surface waters.” Yet, there was no explanation
or evidence offered to support a conclusion that the work was not conducted in a manner that
would prevent erosion and sedimentation. In fact, the overarching goal of the project was to
prevent erosion of the shoreline. Prior to construction, the shoreline at the Property was
actively eroding and discharging soil in to Sebago Lake during times of higher water levels. It
is my client’s understanding that while the contractor was on site during construction,
unexpected saturated soil conditions posed a significant threat of additional soil erosion and
sedimentation into Sebago Lake. He therefore expanded the project scope by extending filter
fabric and riprap higher than originally intended to prevent catastrophic shoreline failure and
soil discharge in to the Lake.
• Violation No. 3 asserts that a boat launch at the Property was unlawfully enlarged or expanded
without a permit. Photographic evidence attached to the CEO’s own NOV, attached here as
Exhibit 2, suggests that the boat launch existed at the location for many years prior to the
shoreline stabilization project. The project simply replaced the original structure with a
crushed stone ramp of similar material as the adjacent shoreline riprap. The minor widening in
a southerly direction occurred after removal of a large tree stump, which left a large void and
unstabilized soils, which needed to be filled in order to prevent additional destabilization and
erosion.
• Violation No. 4 asserts that the shoreline has been enlarged or expanded without a permit. It
was not enlarged or expanded. It was stabilized.
• Violation No. 5 alleges that there has been construction of a “beach” without providing any
facts to support that contention or even to identify what is meant by a “beach,” which term is
not defined in the SZO. No beach was created. On-site evidence included from the CEO’s
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NOV, attached as Exhibit 3, clearly demonstrates this fact as no new fill was placed below the
normal high water line aside from the riprap. During construction, several medium or large
sized existing riprap stones near the base of the stairway had separated from the riprap slope.
This stone was relocated to the riprap slope as a necessary and exempt maintenance activity to
ensure long-term shoreline slope stability. See 38 M.R.S. section 480-Q.2. Because no beach
was created, no beach construction permit is required.
• With respect to Violations Nos. 6 and 7, an aerial drone photo taken by the Portland Water
District prior to this project (attached as Exhibit 4) show that existing vegetation on the slope
was limited in both area and density. It appears to have been growing opportunistically at or
near the base of the slope on pockets of soil that had previously failed/slumped from the
adjacent slope. This vegetation likely provided negligible or no benefit to slope stability, and
the vegetation near the base of the slope and any accompanying soil would have likely eroded
into the lake during typical high lake water events. In any event, existing vegetation was not
“removed,” it was trimmed down with all root systems remaining intact. The NOV also
appears to include an area of grass lawn that was disturbed during construction and several
ornamental shrubs that were removed at the top of the slope between the house and the
shoreline. Vegetation removal within existing lawns and ornamental shrubs are not typically
regulated by municipalities. In any event, the lawn area has been stabilized for winter
conditions using erosion control mulch and both the lawn and ornamental shrubs will be
replanted in Spring 2022 with appropriate species to enhance soil stability.
• With respect to Violation No. 9, the CEO alleges that the shoreline stabilization project could
have been completed by the contractor’s barge rather than by land. This allegation is incorrect.
Site conditions did support use of the barge and associated equipment to conduct maintenance
of the existing riprap at the Property and a barge was employed accordingly. However, use of
the barge was not feasible for the remaining work for several reasons. First, the depth of the
lake was not sufficient for a barge to approach the shoreline closely enough to perform the
majority of the work (particularly, a barge loaded with the kind of heavy equipment and
materials necessary for this project). Second, the size of the equipment required to conduct the
necessary work was too large to fit on the barge. Finally, the contractor had no dedicated
material loading access location on the lake and use of the existing boat ramp was not possible
due to shallow water depth.
• Violation Nos. 10 through 12 allege unpermitted tree removal. As is necessary for nearly all
shoreline stabilization projects, trees were removed in order to accommodate construction
equipment. Additionally, some hazard trees were removed to avoid injury to person or
property in the event of hazard trees. Tree removal for both of these purposes is allowed
provided that replanting of similar native tree species occurs. See sections 15.R and 15.T of
the SZO. The property owner has committed to replacing the trees identified in the NOV.
3. Procedural Flaws in the NOV
• A number of the purported violations are unduly repetitive and do not enumerate violations
that are truly separate and distinct. For example:
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• Alleged Violations Nos.1 and 2 are really one in the same. Violation No. 1 is entitled,
“Filling and Earthmoving of More than 10 Cubic Yards,” while Violation No. 2 is
entitled, “Filling and Earthmoving of More than 10 Cubic Yards Without a Permit.”
• Similarly, Violation No. 6 is entitled, “Removal of Vegetation Less than 3’ in Height”
while Violation No. 7 is entitled, “Removal of Vegetation Less than 3’ in Height Without
a Permit.”
• Alleged Violations No. 3 and 4 both cite the identical provision of the SZO (i.e., section
14(17)(B)), yet are included as two separate violations.
• Similarly, both Violations Nos. 8 and 9 cite the exact same provision of the SZO (i.e.,
section 15(C)(12)), yet they are fashioned as two separate violations.
• Violations No. 10 through 12 all involve alleged unpermitted tree removal, yet again,
they are redundantly fashioned as three separate violations.
Given that all of the above-referenced groupings of violations are inextricably linked and
relate to the same land use activities, and often cite identical provisions of the SZO, it is
unnecessary to name them as separate violations. To do so unnecessarily and unfairly subjects
the property owner to potentially duplicative fines given that 30-A M.R.S. section 4452 provides
that fines for land use violations are calculated on a per day, per violation basis.
Additionally, the NOV requires correction and an inspection within thirty days of the
notice. Yet, the parties had already agreed that the property owner would submit a mitigation
plan, which it has done. Given current conditions (i.e., frozen ground), the NOV outlines a
timeline for corrective action that is physically impossible.
As noted above, my client is hopeful that the parties can reach resolution of this matter
based on the mitigation plan that has already been submitted to the CEO and that this
administrative appeal need not be heard. The parties will notify you on or about March 18, 2022
regarding their progress and the need to schedule a hearing of this and the two other related
administrative appeals.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely,

Leah B. Rachin
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cc: Donald Buteau
Alex Sirois, CEO
Sandy Fredericks, Administrative Assistant to ZBA
Matthew D. Manahan, Esq.
Eric Wycoff, Esq.
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EXHIBIT 4

28 Whitetail Lane

Very sparse vegetation on slope
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